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steinbergs hypersonic 3 is a versatile virtual sound module that provides a vast range of creative and expressive sound. hypersonic 3 is a powerful, easy-to-use synthesizer for creative music production that can be expanded through additional modules. the instrument is designed for use with
steinbergs hyperspeaker system and hypersynth module. hypersonic 3 features a complete set of synthesis modules including an oscillator with multiple waveforms, a filter, an lfo, a 16-voice arpeggiator, and a 16-voice poly-synth. the instrument also includes a stereo unison effect, an amplifier, and

an analog synth module. hypersonic 3 supports vst, au, and rtas file formats. hypersonic is a complete sound synthesizer that features high-quality sound, rich tonal variety and a powerful multi-layered sound architecture. hypersonic is a powerful, easy-to-use synthesizer for creative music
production that can be expanded through additional modules. the instrument is designed for use with steinbergs hyperspeaker system and hypersynth module. hypersonic features a complete set of synthesis modules including an oscillator with multiple waveforms, a filter, an lfo, and a 16-voice

arpeggiator. the instrument also includes a stereo unison effect, an amplifier, and an analog synth module. hypersonic 3 supports vst, au, and rtas file formats. hypersonic 3 features a unique multi-layered sound architecture that provides access to different sound creation modes. the hypersonic 2
vst plug-in is a powerful all-purpose instrument, featuring powerful synthesis engines, advanced effects and an unparalleled library of presets, including a comprehensive collection of jazz and improvisation samples. the unique playback engine, which eliminates hard disk transfers and allows the

plugin to work at maximum efficiency on even the most powerful pc systems, provides further performance benefits.
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hypersonic 2 has been engineered to run at maximum cpu efficiency, and features a unique, lossless playback engine that provides significant performance advantages. up to 1024-voice polyphony across a maximum of 32 outputs is available per instance, with further under-the-hood enhancements
providing very low cpu load, ram usage and patch loading times. hypersonic 2 from steinberg is the music workstation that adds more power, more versatility and more sounds to your system than you've ever dreamt of. featuring 1.7 gb of top-quality sounds, 1,800 factory presets, four sound

generation engines as well as excellent resource efficiency, hypersonic 2 is the ultimate sound factory for every computer-based musician! hypersonic 2 is a sound workstation with 4 synthesis engines, 1.7gb of samples and over 1800 factory presets to create the sounds of the future. in addition,
you can change the sample rate and bit depth, and use a freely configurable editor for all filter, envelope and effects parameters. hypersonic 3 vst plugin is a new generation of the award-winning sound plugin hypersonic 2. it features 4 synthesis engines, 1.7gb of samples and over 1800 factory

presets, a large number of effects and modulation, a new feature, a freely configurable editor for all filter, envelope and effects parameters. in addition, you can change the sample rate and bit depth, and use a freely configurable editor for all parameters, and much more. hypersonic 3 now supports
the latest windows operating system. it requires no installation and runs as a standalone plug-in. in addition, you can change the sample rate and bit depth, and use a freely configurable editor for all filter, envelope and effects parameters. 5ec8ef588b
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